
 

FTI Consulting’s Public Affairs and Industials teams hosted an evening roundtable with the 
Rt Hon Conor Burns MP, former Minister of State at the Department for International Trade. 
Burns made clear his belief that post-Brexit Britain has a vast range of opportunities. He 
discussed the potential for future exports, bilateral trade agreements, and the prospects of 
a deal with the United States. As ever, political will and focus will be critical  in determining 
how this future plays out. 

Bilateral deal prospects 

Beginning the roundtable disccussion by mapping the UK trading landscape, 

Burns emphasised the need to counter the embedded insularity of the UK 

economy. Surprisingly, while less than 12% of UK companies export, around 

66% of these are ‘passive’, meaning that they do not actively promote their 

exports. 

Burns was optimistic about the prospects of the UK creating new ties with 

countries that it has previously neglected. Referencing the Prime Minister’s 

assertion that Britain would “re-emerge after decades of hibernation as a 

campaigner for global free trade”, Burns outlined the breadth of potential for 

exciting new trade links with countries such as Chile, Brazil and Morocco, all 

of which would bolster the ambition of a truly ‘Global Britain’. Burns 

highlighted the importance of bilateral relationships and, in this context, 

emphasised the recent merger of the Department of International Trade into 

the Foreign Office. This is intended to ensure that British diplomatic efforts 

remain unified and consistent.   

The City of London will be a particularly critical asset for the UK in regard to 

gaining access to financial markets and services worldwide. Other important 

sectors are pharmaceuticals, telecoms and transport. Resisting tendencies to 

import products over forming partnerships in new markets will be critial for 

UK trade. Particularly after the shock of COVID-19, Burns asserted that the 

UK’s route to economic recovery requires engagement with these new 

markets and efforts to diversify our supply lines to accommodate investment 

from these areas.  

Navigating the regulatory landscape 

Following Burns’ opening remarks, discussion turned to the reaction of 

protectionist elements in the policy and business community to ongoing 

trade negotaitions. Burns expressed his belief that that the UK should aim for 

trade deals that strike a cross-sectoral balance, in order to provide maximum 

benefit for the economy as a whole, rather than for companies on an 

individual basis. The key elements of this debate are tied to how the UK 
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defines its standards; Burns set out a view that the 

European Union’s standards should be interpreted as a 

bare minimum. Being outside of EU regulations opens up 

the opportunity for the UK to set its own path and push 

into markets of products such as high-end beef and lamb 

that have perhaps not been rigorously enough pursued to 

date.  

Britain’s future relationship with the EU 

In discussion on the future relationship, EU states will 

need to recognise the UK’s position outside of EU 

regulations and the bilateral nature of future ties. While 

the strengthening of these relationships may take time 

post-Brexit, EU states must reciprocate efforts to 

establish valuable trade links with the UK within the new 

institutional landscape.  

Burns said that while the EU is often interpreted by 

member states as an anchor for democracy and a 

reminder to not repeat mistakes of the past, the UK, on 

the other hand, sees it primarily as a trade mechanism 

facilitating a single market. Nation states must 

acknowledge the pivotal importance of trade for the 

overall health of the future relationship between the UK 

and the EU. The EU, after all, remains the UK’s most 

important and largest trade partner, despite its shrinking 

proportion of global GDP. 

However, the prospects of securing a deal between 

Britain and the EU – and the likelihood of doing so by the 

deadline – remain dependent on political will. While it is 

in the interests of both parties to agree a trade deal, key 

points of divergence in areas such as fishing rights and 

the role of the European Court of Justice continue to be 

divisive.  

While Rishi Sunak’s recent economic summer statement 

highlighted the important role that services play in the UK 

economy, Burns emphasised that the UK should also 

recognise the need to trade physical goods with the EU. 

The UK is a world-leader in areas such as construction, 

engineering and energy, and the prioritisation of physcial 

goods alongside intangible services will be important. 

 

 

 

 

Trading with China 

In response to a question regarding the prospects of trade 

between the UK and China given recent tension over 

Huawei and Hong Kong, Burns argued that it would be 

self-defeating to cut trade links altogether. He warned 

that this would mean severing crucial economic ties with 

a country predicted to overtake the US in market size by 

2032. While this does not mean that the UK should ignore 

its commitments to human rights and peace across the 

world, the argument was made that only by engaging 

with China will you be able to forge progress. Disengaging 

entirely would damage UK prospects of being able to 

effectively negotiate on issues of security and diplomacy. 

Given economic ties are closely intertwined with 

diplomatic structures, the UK Government should seek to 

ensure both are maintained in order to secure critical 

economic agreements and facilitate opportunities to 

shape change. 

The likelihood of a UK-US trade deal pre-November 

On the prospects of UK trade with the United States, 

Burns highlighted a number of impediments to 

concluding a trade deal before November, given the 

ongoing presidential election campaign. While a deal is 

certainly necessary and supported, it would be unlikely 

that Nancy Pelosi, the Speaker of the House of 

Representatives, would allow such a deal to be ratified so 

quickly. The potential for a Biden presidency and changes 

to the composition of Congress increases the possibility 

of change in attitude towards a US-UK FTA.   

However, while ‘big shiny’ free trade agreements are 

attractive, smaller agreements that allow for enhanced 

trade in specific areas are equally important to trading 

relationships. This is applicable to the broader trading 

relationship with the USA, where Burns made the point 

that unique opportunities exist at state level, in addition 

to the federal level. Texas, for instance, being the second 

largest economy in the USA, could be a key trading 

partner for a post-Brexit Britain. Unique and potentially 

lucrative opportunities like these, he concluded, are 

exactly what bolster the case for bilateral UK trade 

agreements. 


